Physically-based models are often used to model changes in geometry and the associated stress fields of graphite moderator bricks within an advanced gas-cooled reactor (AGR). These models require inputs that describe the loading conditions, and coded relationships describing the behaviour of material properties. Material relationships are primarily based upon data obtained from inspection campaigns at operating reactors. However, the data from trepanning campaigns do not provide information on some of the key relationships and parameters that affect the internal stresses generated within the moderator bricks. In this work we explore how uncertain material property relationships affect the internal brick stresses in early-and late-life. We describe two computer experiments designed to study early-and late-life brick stresses and report the results from global sensitivity analysis of the models. The work makes use of an emulator, a surrogate for the FE model, in order to make the sensitivity analyses computationally feasible.
Introduction
The advanced gas-cooled reactor (AGR) is a second-generation nuclear reactor that is unique to the UK. The AGR uses graphite as the neutron moderator and carbon dioxide gas as the coolant. The graphite also plays an important structural role providing channels for the fuel stringers and ensuring that fuel is adequately cooled under all normal operating and fault conditions. The graphite moderator also forms interstitial channels to provide access for control rods for controlling the reactor (Steer, 2006) . The structural integrity of the graphite bricks, and the channels that they form, is of prime importance to AGR safety. The need to ensure safe shut down and fuel cooling is the essential safety requirement of any nuclear reactor.
Over the lifetime of the AGR there is a significant degradation of the graphite. In a carbon dioxide-cooled AGR it is known that the dimensional and properties changes of the graphite are not only a function of fast neutron damage and temperature but are also modified by radiolytic oxidation, which is quantified as a loss-of-mass or weight loss compared with the start-of-life condition (Brocklehurst et al., 1990) . Information on property changes from Materials Test reactor (MTR) programmes and core monitoring is therefore important for quantifying changes in the moderator. The graphite core is a fairly inaccessible structure, although visual inspection of the fuel channel wall, dimensional measurement of the channel bore, and the removal of small samples of irradiated graphite so that material properties may be determined, are possible when the reactor is shutdown or is being refulled.
Core monitoring is supplemented by computer models of graphite components, resolved using the finite element method (Tsang and Marsden, 2006; Jones, 2006) . Computer models are required in order to study the internal brick stresses that evolve due to changes to material properties of the graphite and the loading conditions in reactor. As input these models take through life loading conditions quantified by field variables for weight loss, fluence and temperature and materials property models that quantify changes to the microstructure of the graphite. A highly multivariate output of spatially and longitudinally varying displacements, strains and stresses is produced as model output.
However, computer models failed to (and still fail to) predict early life cracking (observed during core inspection) in a subset of moderator bricks, which indicates an imprecision in some model input. Whilst early life 'bore-initiated' cracks have not caused a safety concern, more extensive cracking is anticipated to occur from the keyway root of the moderator brick in late life (after shrinkage-induced stress reversal) and is considered a potentially life limiting fault for the graphite core. Due to imprecisely known relationships for some properties and to variability in the loading conditions between bricks, there is considerable uncertainty in both the timing of the onset and subsequent rate of propagation of keyway root initiated cracking. A significant programme of work by the licensee aims to reduces these uncertainties (eds Flewitt and Wickham, 2015) .
Historically material properties relationships were based upon data obtained from materials test reactor (MTR) programmes. However, data obtained from trepanning campaigns at operating AGRs have provided longitudinal datasets for improving some material property relationships. Empirical models that quantify the effects of irradiation damage on Young's modulus (Eason et al., 2013a) , bending strength (Eason et al., 2013b) and the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) (Eason et al., 2013c) ,which are consistent with data from MTR and AGR environments, have recently been published. McNally et al. (2014) developed a novel approach for improving the irradiation-induced (with grain) dimensional change material relationship that involved tuning model parameters such that predictions of displacements from the computer model were consistent with measured displacements in fuel channels.
Irradiation creep is a key property where MTR data are weakly informative of the AGR operating environment and whilst work to relate the ovalisation of moderator bricks to irradiation creep is a promising area of research, the operating AGRs themselves are yet to provided useable information with which to improve the coded material relationship for irradiation creep. This coded relationship is therefore both highly uncertain, and considered to be an important factor in internal brick stresses (Tsang and Marsden, 2008) . In this work we explore the impact of uncertainty in the parameters of the irradiation creep coded relationship using two computer experiments to study stresses at the bore in early life, and at the keyway root in late life respectively. Deterministic computer models (simulators) have been studied since the late 1980s in computer experiments. A computer experiment describes the process of defining plausible ranges for uncertain model parameters and subsequently running the simulator at different parameter (input) configurations in order to understand the behaviour of the outputs from the computer model. Efficient designs, such as a Latin Hypercube Design (LHD), are available for studying highly parameterised models with a relatively modest number of runs. A good overview on the design and analysis of computer experiments can be found in Santner et al. (2003) .
The concept of developing a surrogate model, or emulator, for the simulator based upon data from a computer experiment was first proposed by Sacks et al. (1989) . The original purpose of an emulator was as a fast approximation to the computationally expensive simulator. However, a range of applications have been developed in the past decade. A nontechnical overview of various applications where emulators have been utilised, collectively referred to as the Bayesian Analysis of Computer Code Outputs (BACCO) is given in O'Hagan (2006) ; the references therein provide technical detail. The two specific applications of interest in the currently work are uncertainty analysis (UA) and Global Sensitivity Analysis (GSA), which are the study of the uncertainty in model outputs that results from uncertainty in the inputs, and the study of which input(s) are the principle contributors in driving the uncertainty, respectively. UA and GSA based upon an emulator can be carried out using a small fraction of the many thousands of runs required using traditional Monte Carlo sampling applied directly to the simulator.
The remainder of the paper is set-out as follows. In methods firstly we provide brief details about the modelled components and an overview of the FE modelling approach used in this work, before describing the specific objectives, preliminary investigations, the models and the chosen outputs in two computer experiments. Finally some technical details on the emulator and the UA and GSA techniques are given. We describe the results from these experiments and comment on the information gained about the stresses and the uncertain material relationships. Finally we comment on work in progress.
Methods

The Finite Element modelling approach
The moderator bricks chosen for the experiments were those from the central core region of Hinkley Point B (HPB). Due to symmetry in the geometry (Figure 1 (a) ) and the loading of the brick, only an octant (45° sector) of a brick with full axial height was modelled (Figure 1(b) ). Furthermore, a simplified geometry that excluded some of the finer details (such as the brick end features) was modelled. This allowed a coarser FE mesh to be used, which substantially reduced the computational time. However, the region of interest including methane holes, loose and interstitial keyways (Figure 1(b) ) were included in the FE mesh (Figure 1(c) ). ABAQUS Standard 6.12-1 and 3D stress, 20 node, quadratic brick elements (C3D20R) with reduced integration were used for the graphite brick analyses.
In FE modelling of nuclear graphite moderator bricks the temporal and spatial distributions of loads are used in the form of field variables which describes the distribution of fast neutron fluence, irradiation temperature and weight loss (Fahad et al., 2013; McNally et al., 2014) . Field variables specific to Reactor 3 (R3), the fleet leading reactor, at two full power years increments (fpy), were used in this work. Examples of the spatial distribution of field variables are shown for a layer four moderator brick in Figure 2 .
In order to model the effects of fast neutron irradiation and radiolytic oxidation on the graphite dimensional and material properties, a subroutine that includes the constitutive relationships is used with the finite element code. This type of subroutine is known as a user material or UMAT, and the one used in this study was coded at The University of Manchester and is called ManUMAT (Tsang, and Marsden, 2008) . Subsets of the parameters in the UMAT were varied in each of the experiments (as described below).
Experiment 1: Early-life (bore-initiated) cracking
The objective of the first experiment was to investigate whether credible variations in the parameters related to irradiation creep could lead to a stress environment (i.e. stress exceeding the material strength) that was sufficient for early-life bore-initiated cracks to develop. The chosen output was the ratio of hoop stress to mean bending strength (Eason et al., 2013b) in a layer seven moderator brick. The ratio was chosen since both stress and strength vary spatially and since cracking is driven by the material resistance to stresses rather than high stresses alone.
Its is widely accepted that circular holes in a continuum can act as stress raisers, therefore in preliminary investigations stress to strength ratios at sub-surface adjacent to the first row of methane holes (Figure 1 ) in addition to at the bore were analysed with all model parameters set at baseline values. A comparison of this ratio (throughout the full height of the brick in each respective location) for three locations aligned with the loose keyway (at the bore, and at the near-bore and far-bore sides of the first methane hole) and at the equivalent three locations aligned with the interstitial keyway (as shown in Figure 3 ) was made ( Figure 4 ). It was observed that during the time period of interest the ratio was greatest sub-surface (near bore) and aligned with the interstitial keyway. In the subsequent computer experiment the key output was maximum stress to strength ratio throughout the height of the brick at this location.
Twenty parameters were varied in the computer experiment. Baseline values and parameter variations are given in Table 1 . A 100 point mini-max latin hypercube design (LHD) was generated and the FE model was run to 40 fpy with simulated shutdowns at 2 fpy intervals. Model output at power in 0.5 fpy increments and at shutdown at 2 fpy intervals (for 0 to 40 fpy) was obtained for each of these 100 model runs.
Experiment 2: Keyway-root stresses
The objective of the second experiment was to investigate how uncertainties in the parameters of material relationships, and variability in the loading conditions between moderator bricks (expressed in terms of a variability in the field variables), might influence later life stresses at the keyway root and hence influence the time of onset and the subsequent rate of keyway-root initiated cracking in the main population of bricks at HPB 1 .
The maximum in-plane principle stress (MIPPS) at the keyway root was selected as the model output for investigation.
Some preliminary model runs were made in order to investigate the degree of mesh refinement around the keyway root that was required for accurate modelling of stresses, and to determine the difference in stresses at the loose and interstitial keyways. A greater refinement of the mesh around the keyways was seen to have an important influence, raising stresses by up to 5 MPa at later life: the refined mesh was therefore used in all 1 Two keyway root initiated cracks have been observed at Hunterston B Reactor 4 in 2014; however these have occurred in a small outlying high-shrinkage population of the moderator bricks. subsequent model runs. A comparison of MIPPS at the loose and interstitial keyways was made ( Figure 5 ) and preliminary analysis showed that MIPPS was significantly greater at the interstitial keyway root throughout the time-period of interest. Therefore only the interstitial keyway was considered in subsequent computer experiment.
Thirty-six parameters were selected based upon conservative expert judgement and were varied in the computer experiment. Baseline values and parameter variations, are given in Table 2 . A 200 point mini-max LHD was generated and model output at power and at shutdown at 2 fpy intervals (0 to 40 fpy) was obtained for each of these 200 model runs.
Structural uncertainties in FE models
There are two classes of uncertain parameters in the FE models used in this work. Some parameters represent uncertain contants and the ranges used in the computer experiments are based upon experimental work. A larger pool of parameters represent uncertain parameters in material property models. The constants and material property parameters are identified in Tables 1 and 2 . For the constant parameters only parameter value uncertainty needs to be considered and this is achieved through the ranges on these parameters. For material property model parameters, both uncertainty in the material property model and parameter value uncertainty are relevant.
The majority of material property models coded in the ManUMAT are empirical models that were initially developed using pattern recognition techniques applied to a large database of material test reactor data for experiments conducted in inert environments, for multiple graphite grades and for various temperature ranges. The models for coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) (Eason et al., 2013c) , modulus (Eason et al., 2013a) , and bending strength (Eason et al., 2013b) were subsequently modified to account for the oxidising environment of the AGR and some additional station specific parameters (accounting for differences in the reactor design and the operating environment between stations) were estimated using specimens removed from graphite bricks during trepanning campaigns. These empirical models are a good fit to MTR and AGR data. Through varing the parameters of these models all credible material property evolution is captured, therefore model uncertainty is considered to be negligible.
The model for creep used in these experiments was the UKAEA creep model (Kelly and Brocklehurst, 1977) . The creep model also includes a modification to the CTE as a function of creep strain (Kelly, 1992; Preston and Marsden, 2006) , and a relationship between dimensional change, creep strain and CTE. The creep model is subject to greater uncertainty since the data underpinning the model are only available from MTR experiments which achieved approximately one third of the fluence achieved by the AGRs under study. Creep is therefore subject to model uncertainty although this is difficult to quantify and this source of uncertainty is not explicitly included in current work. However, the parameter ranges for creep parameters are wide and thus significant material property variation is still achieved in the experiments. A revision to the creep model (Marsden et al., 2016) might be appropriate if MTR data at high fluence from ongoing creep experiments suggest a more complex model is appropriate.
As input the material property models take temperature, fluence and weight loss therefore it is necessary to provide these quantities in order to study the evolution of these material properties and the resulting generation of internal brick stresses. Temperature, fluence and weight loss are supplied as additional input to the FE model in the form of field variables with the triplet of temperature, fluence and weight loss supplied to the FE solver for each node and each time point (zero to 40 full power years in 2 full power year increments). Field variables are themselves calculated by models.
The graphite temperature data is calculated using a thermo-hydraulics code called PANTHER which accounts for coolant flow through the core and nuclear heating. The coolant temperatures are calculated throughout the core. The spatial graphite component temperatures are then calculated using these gas temperatures as boundary conditions.
Fluence is calculated by the reactor physics code MCBEND. As input this model takes 1) core and component geometry in particular fuel, moderator absorbers etc. 2) core and component elemental and isotopic constituents i.e. uranium, carbon, impurities, boron etc. 3) nuclear physic data from various international nuclear data sets.
Weight loss is calculated using the reactor physics code FEAT DIFFUSE. This code predicts the weight loss by solving spatially varying flow and gas concentration equations. The inputs to the code are 1) the virgin and irradiated graphite chemical properties such as oxidation rates as a function of coolant composition 2) AGR operating parameters, fluence, temperatures and gas composition and pressure.
Systematic variability in field variables is considered in current work, however uncertainties in the calculations used to derive the field variables are not considered in current work -for the weight loss calculations there are known issues with the FEAT DIFFUSE code which are being addressed in an ongoing review of the code (Wickham, 2016) .
Emulation of stresses
The motivation behind the development of a surrogate model is computational efficiency. The solving and post-processing of the output for the FE models used in this work take approximately one hour of computational time for a single evaluation, with eight processors each having 4 Gb of memory. The higher computational time is due to finer mesh density . It is feasible to make several hundred evaluations but not the many thousands demanded by conventional uncertainty and sensitivity analysis techniques. An emulator built using data obtained from a well-designed computer experiment provides the necessary efficiency gains that are required for a computationally feasible UA and GSA to be performed.
The principal underlying assumption used to construct the emulator is that the output is a homogeneously smooth, continuous function of the input parameters. As a direct result of the underlying smoothness, the model output at inputs x conveys some information about the model output at some adjacent input configuration x*. A further implicit assumption of the method, for highly parameterized models, is the majority of variability in output is driven by a subset of the inputs. For example the 200 model evaluations in the second experiment would offer very sparse coverage of a 36-dimensional input parameter space if all the inputs had an important effect on the output. The inputs to the model fall into three categories: those with zero or a negligible effect on the output(s) of interest; inputs with a modest or simple (such as a linear) relationship with the model output; influential and potentially interacting inputs. An implicit assumption is that the latter group of inputs is a small subset of the uncertain varying parameters, although it is not necessary to be able to identify this subset a priori. The LHD is a particularly efficient design for computer experiments as the coverage properties mean that if the output is insensitive to a subset of the varying parameters, the design is projected onto a lower dimensional hyper-plane with no redundancy of model runs.
As in McNally et al. (2014) , the emulator used in this work was based upon a Gaussian Process (GP) regression model. This is a form of surface fit with some specific properties that are desirable for approximating a deterministic model. The emulator smoothly interpolates the data observed in the computer experiment and uncertainty in predictions made away from design points is quantified by a probability distribution (t-distribution) with a location dependent standard deviation. A prediction from the emulator and a quantification of the prediction uncertainty is available in a fraction of a second compared with the several hours required to run the FE model for a single evaluation. The model fitted in this work was implemented using the Gaussian Emulation Machine (GEM) software (Kennedy, 2005) . Some additional technical detail on the overall conceptual approach is provided in supplementary material however full mathematical details of the approach can be found in Oakley and O'Hagan (2004) .
For both of the computer experiments reported on, the fit of the emulator was assessed using cross-validation, one of a variety of techniques discussed in Bastos and O'Hagan (2008) . The full set of model runs from the computer experiment are used to build the emulator and to estimate the parameters of the GP model before each of the design points are left out sequentially; the output is predicted using the remaining outputs and compared with the observed data. Again, more technical information is provided in supplementary material.
Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analysis
Uncertainty analysis is the study of the uncertainty in model outputs that results from uncertainty in the inputs. The mean and variance of the output provide information on the central tendency of the model output and on the variation in model output that results from uncertainty in the model inputs. These summaries are calculated by taking integrals (with respect to the joint probability distribution of the model inputs), which, for common choices of probability distributions for model inputs (such as uniform and Gaussian), can be calculated analytically using the emulator. The range of outputs from the computer experiment provides a good indication on the lower and upper bounds of the model output: due to the space filling properties of the LHD the range of outputs observed in the computer experiment is a reasonable approximation to the full uncertainty in model output. However, Monte Carlo sampling based upon the emulator can provide more detailed charecterisation.
Probabilistic GSA is the study of which input(s) are the principal contributors in driving the variability in model output. Two measures have been used in this work. The first measure is the calculation of main effects and first order interactions. These show the underlying trends in model output resulting from the variation in one and two inputs respectively, by averaging over the other inputs. The second measure of sensitivity is a decomposition of the variance into main effect and interaction variances. Main effects and total effect variances (a measure of the total interactions an input is involved with) are provided.
The fitting of the GP model and the subsequent model validation and uncertainty and sensitivity analyses were performed using the Gaussian Emulation Machine (GEM) software. The specific assumptions made in GEM allow the integrals required for the uncertainty and sensitivity analysis measures (described above) to be performed analytically and hence very large efficiency savings are made compared with traditional sampling-based approaches Additional detail is provided in supplementary material.
Interfacing models and analysis procedure
The experimental designs used in this work were generated in GEM and output as text (tab delimited files) with each row of output denoting a design point and the columns the individual parameter values. A Matlab script was written to sequentially read the design points from the text file, modify the ManUMAT inputs accordingly, run the FE analysis in ABAQUS Standard 6.12-1, and then post-process the results to obtain the required stress metrics. The results for each design point FE analysis were then output to GEM. In the final step the emulators were fitted to the input and output data, and uncertainty and sensitivity analyses were performed using the software.
Results
Experiment 1: Early-life (bore-initiated) cracking
The time profiles for the ratio of hoop stress to mean tensile strength are shown for each of the 100 FE model runs, at power and at shutdown conditions, in Figure 6 . For each of the simulations the ratio is plotted until the stresses at the methane hole went into compression (after shrinkage-induced stress-reversal), which varied across the simulations runs.
Results show very large variations in the stress to (mean) strength ratio at the methane hole at both power and shutdown. There is considerable variability in both the absolute peak of the ratio, and the time when this was forecast to occur. Even without further analysis there is some value in the information presented in Figure 6 since some of the profiles are unlikely to be credible. Through an expert examination of the profiles a refinement of the input parameter space could therefore be achieved.
Some consistent behaviour was observed across each of the 100 model runs and therefore some conclusions, independent of the (uncertain) inputs, can be drawn. In each run the stress to strength ratio at the methane hole peaked earlier and at a higher value at shutdown than at power. In a similar fashion, stresses at the methane hole went into compression at an earlier time in the shutdown condition in all 100 simulations, typically by 2 to 4 fpy.
The sensitivity analysis focussed on the results data from 10 fpy to 16 fpy where the stress to strength ratio was most elevated. GP models were fitted to the output data at 10, 12, 14 and 16 fpy (power and shutdown). The results in detail focus on the results for 10 fpy, which were broadly representative of this period.
Prior to executing the sensitivity analysis the quality of fit of the emulators was assessed. Figure 7 shows results from cross validation exercise at 10 fpy. From Figure 7 it is clear that the results from the experiment and the model predictions lie on a one-to-one line with small errors, and no evidence of systematic departure. It was therefore concluded that a sensitivity analysis based upon the emulator was an excellent surrogate for a sensitivity analysis upon the FE model itself.
Results from the variance based sensitivity analysis are shown in Table 3 -these are in terms of sensitivity indices which are the proportions of variance explained by the parameter alone (main effect) and in combination with other parameters (total). In addition, main effect plots for the six most important parameters are shown in Figure 8 ; these six parameters are highlighted in italics in Table 3 .
Of the 20 varying parameters in the computer model, 14 had a negligible impact on the stress to mean strength ratio at the methane hole. This result does not imply these parameters have no importance in the model, rather it implies that the variability in these parameters within the perturbed ranges used in the computer experiment have a negligible impact on the chosen model output and within the chosen time-frame. An important finding of this work was that the uncertainty in the parameters associated with primary creep had negligible influence. The variability seen in the simulations (Figure 6 ) was driven by six parameters associated with secondary creep. The main effect variances of these six parameters accounted for approximately 90% of the output variance with interactions between the parameters being generally small. The parameter 'Secondary creep Young's modulus weight loss fitting constant k i ' was the most interacting (Table 3) . This parameter accounts, in part, for the effect of radiolytic oxidation on irradiation-induced secondary creep using a modified or creep Young's modulus through (1) (Tsang and Marsden, 2006; Eason et al. 2013a) .
where  is dose ratio,  is weight loss (%), f 0 is the ratio of static to dynamic Young's modulus and A , B and C are amplitude function, location function and shape function of irradiation temperature, respectively.
The main effect plots shown in Figure 8 show the average effect each that these six important parameters had on the stress to mean strength ratio at 10 fpy (power and shutdown). For four parameters ('Secondary creep Poisson's ratio', 'Secondary creep Young's modulus weight loss fitting constant k i, ', 'Secondary creep Unirradiated dynamic Young's modulus (WG)' and 'Secondary creep Unirradiated static to dynamic Young's modulus ratio') the stress to strength ratio increased as the input parameters were increased. The ratio decreased as the 'Secondary creep coefficient' and 'Secondary creep Young's modulus weight loss fitting constant F i ' were increased. The results were very similar for at power and shutdown conditions. The precise results from the sensitivity analysis did exhibit a time dependency and both the main effects and the associated sensitivity indices changed over time -in particular the relationship between the results from shutdown and at power conditions was not always as strong as that shown at 10 fpy, however the same subset of the parameters still accounted for the majority of output variability.
The maximum ratio of hoop stress to mean tensile strength that was observed in the experiment was 0.812. The sensitivity analysis based on the emulator suggests that a ratio of approximately 0.9 might be achieved within the input ranges defined in the study, however this has not been verified by additional FE model runs. It is important to note that the metric used in this work was the ratio of hoop stress to mean strength. However, there is considerable variability in strength at any given weight loss or (density) (Eason et al., 2013b) . Models of irradiated strength based upon trepanned cores of graphite show that the variability in strength can be approximated by a log-normal distribution. Failures are likely to coincide with the lower tail of the strength distribution. Hence, a ratio of stress to mean strength of less than unity will be sufficient to lead to regions of the graphite adjacent to the methane hole (aligned with the interstitial keyway) where stress exceeds strength in some bricks, and which might lead to cracking. A rigorous analysis of stress and strength with the aim of calibrating some of the sensitive model parameters using information on cracking would require refinement of the strength model to account for size effects in extrapolating from the trepanned slice to the larger volume graphite in the moderator brick, and also account for the difference between the uni-axial load applied in the testing environment and the biaxial stress field in the reactor. In preliminary calculations that ignored these refinements (that would lead to lower strengths), we found that some simulations would be consistent with the observed rate of axial cracking observed in early to mid-life.
Experiment 2: Late-life stresses at the keyway
The time profiles for the maximum in-plane principal stress (MIPPS) at the keyway root are shown for each of the 200 FE model runs in Figure 9 , at power and shutdown. The profiles show that stresses at the keyway remain consistently low in early life, at around 1 MPa. After 14 fpy, the MIPPS at shutdown begins to increase, reaching a peak between 34 and 40 fpy depending on the model run; the time at which stresses begin to increase and the time at which the peak MIPPS occurs varies greatly between model runs. At power, the stresses remain low up to around 21 to 26 fpy when they start to increase, i.e. the stresses lag at power by over 7 fpy. By 40 fpy, there is considerable variation in the stresses between model runs, taking values between 3 MPa and 110 MPa.
For each model run, MIPPS at shutdown is consistently greater than stresses at power prior to approximately 30 fpy. Thereafter, MIPPS at power approaches and eventually, for some runs, exceeds MIPPS at shutdown condition.
The sensitivity analysis focused on the results during late-life where the stresses at the keyway were elevated and model outputs diverged between the different model runs. Therefore GP models were fitted to the output data between 20 and 40 fpy for the shutdown condition and 26 to 40 fpy for the at power condition. As was carried out for Experiment 1, the quality of fit of the emulators was assessed prior to executing the sensitivity analysis. Figure 10 shows results from the cross validation exercise between 26 fpy and 40 fpy where it can be seen that the outputs from the computer model and the model predictions for all time points lie very close to a one-to-one line with small errors, and no evidence of systematic departure. The absolute departures from the one-one line increase over time as can be seen by the increasing spread of cross-validation errors in the top panels, nevertheless the departures remain relatively small. It was therefore concluded that a sensitivity analysis based on the emulator was a good surrogate for a sensitivity analysis based upon the computer model itself.
Results from the variance based sensitivity analysis are shown in Tables 4 and 5 for power (26 to 40 fpy) and shutdown (20 to 34 fpy) conditions respectively -the time ranges for sensitivity analysis were based upon a comparison of stress profiles from the 200 runs (Figure 9 ). Only the eleven most influential parameters are presented in tables in each case. The remaining parameters each accounted for no more than 0.5% of the total variation at any time point. In addition main effect plots for the two field variable parameters (dose and weight loss) and the six most important graphite material property parameters are shown in Figures 11 and 12 for power and shutdown conditions respectively. Main effects are shown at three time points so that the changes in sensitivities can be visualised.
At power, seven parameters drove the variability seen between the model runs. 'Dose' was the most influential parameter in earlier life, explaining over 70% of the variability at 26 fpy. The output variance rapidly increased after 26 fpy ( Figure 9 and Table 4 ) and uncertain graphite material property parameters in the computer model rather than the field variables dominated the variability in the predicted stresses. The proportion of the variation explained by 'Secondary creep YM fitting constant F i ' and 'Secondary creep YM fitting constant k i ' increases from near zero such that by 32 fpy, they exceed the variation explained by 'Dose'. For four parameters ('Dose', 'Secondary creep DYM ratio', 'Secondary creep YM fitting constant k i ' and 'YM weight loss fitting constant k i ') the MIPPS increased as the parameters were increased. The MIPPS decreased as 'Secondary creep coefficient' and 'Secondary creep YM fitting constant F i ' were increased (Figure 11 ). Although variability in dose had a greater impact upon MIPPS at greater burn-up (Figure 11 ) it accounted for a smaller proportion of variance which was dominated by uncertainty in graphite material property relationships in the computer model (Table 4) . Uncertainty in weight loss had a much smaller effect on MIPPS at all-time points. However, weight loss is likely to have a considerably stronger effect on the probability of cracking through its correlation with strength.
The majority of parameters had little influence on stresses at shutdown. Variability in the simulations was driven by the dose field variable and four parameters related to the CTE and Young's Modulus relationships. These five parameters accounted for over 85% of variance at every time point. The CTE fitting parameter C2 was consistently the most influential throughout, explaining between 35 and 40% of the total variation. The influence of the CTE fitting parameter C1 and Young's modulus (YM) fitting constants F i and k i increased with time. As with results for at power, the dose field variable had a larger impact upon MIPPS at greater burn-up (Figure 12 ) however it accounted for a smaller proportion of variance which was dominated by uncertainty in graphite material property relationships in the computer model (Table 5) . Uncertainty in weight loss had only a small effect on MIPPS at all-time points (Figure 12 ). The two Young's Modulus fitting constants displayed the greatest interactions with other parameters. The main effect plots shown in Figure 12 show the average effect on MIPPS from the dose and weight loss field variables and the six most important uncertain material relationship parameters at 20, 30 and 40 fpy. For four parameters ('CTE fitting parameter C2', 'Dose', 'Secondary creep YM fitting constant k i ' and 'YM weight loss fitting constant k i ') the MIPPS increased as the parameters were increased. The MIPPS decreased as 'CTE C1', 'SC YM F i ' and 'YM WL fitting F i ' were increased.
The empirical model for CTE is described in (Eason et al., 2013c) . It is evident from (2) that the two fitting parameters C1 and C2 are the most influential in controlling CTE and it is believed that variation in the CTE effects the thermal stresses and hence the overall stress state. 
where, is dose ratio, irr T is irradiation temperature, A , B , C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 and C 5 are fitting parameters.
Unlike the results of Experiment 1 where similarities were seen between at-power and atshutdown conditions, the most influential parameters differed between power and shutdown conditions in Experiment 2. In addition, different subsets of the parameters accounted for the majority of variability at different time points. However, at both power and shutdown conditions, the parameters 'Dose', 'YM fitting constant k i ', 'Secondary creep YM fitting constant F i ' and 'Secondary creep YM fitting constant k i ' were found to be amongst the most influential parameters. The precise results from sensitivity analysis did exhibit a time dependency and both the main effects and the associated sensitivity indices changed over time.
Discussion
In this work we ran two computer experiments to investigate how uncertainties associated with parameters in the ManUMAT impacted upon early and late-life stresses. In the first experiment we investigated a hypothesis that 'bore-initiated' axial cracks could potentially have initiated sub-surface at a methane hole aligned with the interstitial keyway. In the second experiment we quantified the uncertainty in MIPPS resulting from parameter variations. In both experiments the sensitivity analysis is a pre-curser to more ambitious research objectives -the use of data observed in-reactor to tune/calibrate and reduce the uncertainty in the parameters of the computer model. A similar modelling process was conducted, although not reported on in detail, prior to the calibration of the dimensional change parameters in McNally et al. (2014) . The use of UA and GSA in this manner is consistent with good modelling practice. Rather than serving as an endpoint the correct application of these techniques is integral to the modelling process (French, 2003) ; it allows the prioritisation of resources and better focussing of subsequent research.
In the first experiment, whilst our main results concerned the stress to strength ratio at the methane hole aligned with the interstitial keyway, in preliminary research we investigated early life stresses at the bore and sub-surface at methane holes aligned with the loose and interstitial keyways. Our results suggest that the methane hole acts as a stress raiser; we believe that sub-surface stresses exceeding the strength of the graphite are a credible explanation for the observations of cracking seen in inspections of the bore. Considerable further work is required to bring this work to a conclusion. We noted in the results that analysis on the strength of irradiated graphite is required so that the relationship between weight loss and the strength of trepanned slices of graphite can be translated to the loading conditions of moderator bricks in-reactor. There is also the need to study (computationally) the propagation of a sub-surface crack in order to establish whether they might propagate through to the bore, to establish whether the simulated crack morphologies are consistent with observations, and to study how the crack growth might arrest (as seen in a substantial proportion of 'bore cracks' which extend to only a fraction of brick height or circumference).
Prediction of the observed cracking in early-life is an important outcome in its own right since it will provide enhanced confidence in the performance of the computer model. In addition, results from sensitivity analysis showed that four of the most influential parameters for determining the stress-to-strength ratio in the first experiment were also influential inputs in the second experiment. Therefore, by refining the parameter ranges based upon observations of early-life cracking, more robust estimates of the onset and rate of keyway root cracking might be achieved.
In the second experiment we varied two of the field variables considering ± 6% variability of dose around the baseline value and ± 4% variability in weight loss. These two field variables represent variability in loading conditions between bricks as opposed to uncertainty in material relationships -it is therefore an irreducible source of variability. Only variability in the dose field variable was found to be important, particularly so in the at-power condition. Whilst the dose field variable accounted for a smaller proportion of variance with increasing burn-up this was an artefact of variability resulting from other inputs to the model rapidly increasing over time rather than uncertainty resulting from variations in dose decreasing (Figures 9 and 11 ).
Whilst variation in dose accounted for a large proportion of output variability at-power up to 28 fpy, after this point the majority of variability in MIPPS resulted from uncertainty in the graphite material property relationships. For results at shutdown uncertain material relationships accounted for over 80% of output variability at all time-points. These sources of variability are reducible -more precise information on material relationships could potentially result in a very large decrease in output uncertainty. The parameter ranges used in this experiment were deliberately chosen to be wide to ensure that credible variations in each uncertain parameter were considered. The results from GSA have allowed a very substantial reduction in the number of 'candidate parameters' to be considered in further research since only seven of the 34 uncertain graphite material property parameters had a significant impact upon the model outputs of interest within the simulation range. These insensitive parameters can be considered fixed at central values in further work. Work is also ongoing to refine the ranges for the sensitive parameters: the results from UA ( Figure 9 ) demonstrated that some of the parameter combinations led to very large stress predictions that were not physically credible. The GSA results allowed the parameter combinations associated with these non-credible stress predictions to be established. In current research the ranges for some of the sensitive parameters are being refined based upon an update to the empirical models for CTE (Eason et al., 2013c ) and Young's modulus (Eason et al., 2013a) in the ManUMAT, and substantial reductions in the ranges for these parameters are anticipated. Whilst some of the predicted stresses do not appear physically credible we emphasise these are not wasted runs in our approach. These still provide important information for building the emulator and the information obtained will enable more precise interpolation within the region of credible input space. Once this process of refinement has been completed a simulation model will be developed for the comparison of MIPPS with strength at the keyway (modelled via a lognormal probability distribution for strength), in order to predict the likely onset and subsequent rate of keyway root cracking.
In the two experiments we varied 20 and 36 parameters respectively requiring 100 and 200 runs of the respective computer models. As mentioned in section 2.3, the solving and postprocessing of these models was a non-trivial computational expense. Running the experiments is an up-front investment in computational resource and there is a requirement to maximise the information obtained from each run: the use of well-designed computer experiments is critical to this process.
The use of emulators resulted in a very large efficiency gain and in doing so it made the sensitivity analysis computationally feasible: the many thousands of model evaluations required by other sensitivity analysis methods would have made a sensitivity analysis infeasible. Based upon 100 and 200 runs respectively we were able to screen out a large proportion of insensitive parameters (with respect to the outputs under study) and to determine how the subset of most sensitive parameters affected the model outputs under study, in both at-power and at-shutdown conditions. We were also able to study temporal variation in results. The knowledge gained from the sensitivity analyses reported in this work would justify the computational expense of the experiments. However, the data obtained from these experiments will also be sufficient for us to achieve the end objectives described for each experiment, to refine our knowledge of model parameters using observations of bore-cracking, and to simulate the onset and rate of keyway root cracking respectively. We have described above how we are currently refining the uncertainties associated with some model inputs -these refinements will not impact upon the way the model output responds to the inputs but by refining the inputs we will refine the range of model outputs that are consistent with uncertainty in the inputs. No additional runs of the computer model will be required. Similarly, the subsequent simulations of the core that will be made in further work such as a calibration exercise similar to that described in McNally et al. (2014) , will be based upon the emulator. No further runs of the computer model are required (although additional validation runs may be made). Finally we note that whilst we have extracted specific outputs for study in this work the full set of model runs have been saved and can be interrogated to extract additional outputs as required. By considering such a wide range of parameters, even though only a fraction were found to be sensitive for the stress metrics used in this work, we have ensured that the breadth of data obtained in the experiments has potentially much wider use.
Conclusions
Computer models are required in order to study the internal brick stresses in AGR moderator bricks that evolve through-life due to changes to material properties of the graphite and the loading conditions in reactor. Whilst relatively large datasets are available (from operating AGR's) that allow empirical relationships to be estimated for some material properties, there is limited data on other important properties such as irradiation creep. Due to imprecisely known relationships for some material properties and to variability in the loading conditions between bricks there is significant uncertainty in the internal brick stresses.
The computer experiments documented in this work demonstrated that uncertainty in primary creep had a negligible effect on the uncertainty in brick stresses in early-and latelife. A similar small subset of parameters related to secondary creep was found to drive uncertainty in early-and late-life stresses. It was also demonstrated that uncertainty in loading conditions (primarily in dose) influenced the timing of stress reversal and hence when tensile stresses at the keyway develop, however uncertainty in material properties parameters was more important in driving uncertainty in MIPPS. 
